I wanted to add some important things here.

First of all, do not panic. I know, most people focus on the media outrage and how we are all dead and gone because SARS or something. This has two aspects to it.

**The Good News:**

Of the 1500 people infected, only 86 died as of now [3000 and 100 dead *Update 27 Jan 2020*] [As of update, This mainstream data could be falsified or underplayed by MSM and the Chinese Government]. This makes the death toll less than 1 in 10 people, to less than 1 in 15 people. Which is not good at all either. This is not as bad as the case with Ebola. Ebola received less coverage as simply it would drive on too much heat on specific countries, and is actually terribly deadly, compared to SARS. On the contrary, Coronavirus until now hasn't killed many people as everyone pretends to have killed.

The regular flu alone kills tens of thousands people in the United States. Sometimes the death toll yearly goes up to 61,000 people. That being stated, divided by the 365 days of the year, we have 167 deaths daily. What I am trying to tell you here, the media outcry is not something to follow and get petrified. This of course in the United States where the medical apparatus is many times greater than that of other and smaller countries.

Keep in mind also that the Globalist and Jewish agenda is all about using viruses, biowarfare, controlled scarcity (i.e., Financial Crisis) and whatever else they have in mind in order to forcibly "Unite the World". This has been known for a few decades now. That is their modus operandi. This also includes war and general misery related to the above.

All in all, remember, this is standard, and do not panic. There is no reason to panic or get shaken out of your bones. The situation isn't really as "End of the world" as people say, but in order to promote specific narratives in the news [we will see WHY this is happening after it has settled down or spread] everyone continues to go bonkers.

Outbreaks such as H1N1 were used to get people away from raising their own meat, cause terror in eating meat to promote Veganism, forcing a universal consensus in earth [such as how the problems of climatic change is used].

**The above is the kinda good news. Now we go over to the bad news.**

Viruses like Ebola and the Coronavirus, these can get really bad, really quick. It
typically can take anywhere from a month to around 3 months for a global outbreak. Yes, that little. Actually, it may take a maximum of 2 months.

The reasons for this is global exports [all from China], travellers, and the fact that few undiagnosed cases going on the border, can instantly have a case where each 1 person instantly infects 5 people, and then 5 goes to 25, and 25 goes to 625, and 625 goes to 3125, and 15625, since we know by the data 1 person is bound to infect at least 5 people. *Note, at least.*

In other words this can go into outbreak levels really soon if we are 'unlucky' or if specific locales do not have the means necessary to contain the situation. Which in many countries the reality is that this is not the case at all. Incidents like this are very likely to even crash an economy. I am not saying we will get there, I am just informing of the bad and the ugly on it, so everyone is prepared.

As we exponentially increase population, with regimes like the jews and Communist regimes [poor hygiene] in the world, we are also exponentially giving rise to new chances to kill ourselves through new viruses or infections. At the same time, multiculturalism enhances the chances that these viruses will wipe everyone out as they can adjust to new genetic structures, which makes everything worse.

To give one additional thing here, cases where people live in permanent smog as in Beijing, this ruins the immune system. This ruin of the immune system, gives rise to lower immunity, which can give rise to more fertile ground for the spread and evolution of viruses. Communism is a death cripple, and people have to understand it. Not caring about the wellbeing of people is fundamental and not some socio-economic issue. These issues cross over to the public health sector, not before long.

So this can get really bad, really fast. The case of a mutation, if a virus becomes extremely spread, also comes in immediate question, a time upon which all the facts known until now may be thrown apart, for example, the mortality rate may exponentially increased. This same thing has happened with Ebola, which has progressively become worse.

Another question that is being posed is about the Gods and their protection. Yes, protection matters and it exists. On the other hand, imagine how stupid one sounds to ask if the Gods are going to protect them if they jump inside a sewer without the appropriate uniform. In that case, do not be stupid, and take precautions.

**Normal and regular precautions here are:**

1. Wear a medical mask if the situation appears to worsen.
2. Wash your hands regularly.
3. Have some hand-wipes handy that disinfect.
4. On public transportation or while outside, never put your fingers on your eyes, ears, close to mouth, or any open wounds.
5. Keep your immune system up with Vitamin C, Echinacea, a regular diet. Others will give better information than I can give you here. The Gods want us to share and take care of others.
6. Keeping up your aura of protection daily and without fail. Include loved ones or those who may be elsewhere. It only takes a few minutes.
7. Keep your aura and chakras clean. This helps in everyday, included indirectly on your health.
8. Read the news. Don't be one of these idiots that reads the news once in a month. Read them once in a day or two, the least being one every three days.
9. Have essentials around for around a two to three weeks or so. This may be impossible or hard, but just try to do your best.

Now, there are benefits in living in a smaller community than living in a bigger one, but there is good and bad in both cases.

In the case of big cities, if the virus starts spreading, things will get really bad. However, also, in big cities, if the virus shows up, then it's easier for elaborate containment of the virus.

On the other hand, in small cities, the virus is harder to show up, but when and if it does, smaller cities are totally unprepared with dealing with this phenomena, which can cause massive casualties due to lack of preparation.

Please post further advice for everyone below.
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